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Key takeouts
1.
Three in five (57%) of those in
growth areas have been working
from home at least one day per
week since COVID-19 restrictions
came into place.
• Three in ten (31%) of those in growth
areas work from home full-time (5-7
days per week), and a further 26%
work from home some of the time (14 days per week).
• This is a significant increase from the
42% who worked from home in 2019.

2.

3.

For those in growth areas, the
future preference was for a
balance between working from
home and a workplace.

Consideration of a co-working
space or community hub was
high, with two thirds of working
respondents in growth areas
saying they were likely to consider
this.

• Just over half (56%) of all working
respondents in growth areas said
they would like to work from home at
least one day per week once
restrictions ease.

• Given the proximity to home and
therefore minimisation of commuting
time, two thirds (65%) of working
respondents in growth areas said
they were likely to consider a coworking space or community hub.

• Two in five (43%) working
respondents in growth areas would
prefer a blended approach to
returning to the workplace, while one
in five (21%) would prefer to remain
working from home.

• Those in growth areas who would
prefer a blended approach to
returning to the workplace were more
likely to consider a co-working space
or community hub (71% would
consider it).

• Saving time on commuting was a key
reason given for preference not to
return to a workplace full-time.

• Under 30s in growth areas were more
likely to consider this option – 76%
would consider it.
NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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4.
There is potential to increase
workforce participation among
those not currently in the
workforce by providing the option
to work from home.
• Among those in growth areas who are
not currently in the workforce, around
half (53%) indicated they would seek
part-time work if able to work from
home all or part of the time.
• Under 40s in growth areas who are
not currently in the workforce were
significantly more likely to seek parttime employment if they were able to
work from home some of the time
(64%).
• Those in growth areas with children
aged under 5 in the household were
also more likely to seek part-time
work (65%).

Key takeouts: among those in growth areas currently working
from home at least some of the time…
Economic benefits
of working from
home

Workplace
productivity benefits
of working from
home

• 46% spent less money on commuting since working from home.

• The net positive impacts of working from home were seen across all aspects of work:
• 46% reported working from home has had a positive impact on their job satisfaction
• 45% reported a positive impact on their productivity.
• 44% reported a positive impact on their morale.

• 46% spend less time commuting since working from home.

Social benefits
of working from
home
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• Aspects of work-life balance also saw a net positive impact due to working from home:
• The main positive impacts included: 54% reported a positive impact on the amount of time to relax; 48% on
the time available to exercise; 44% on relationships with others in the household; and 36% on overall stress
levels.
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Key takeouts: among those in growth areas not currently in the
workforce…
Economic benefits
of being able to work
from home

• 53% of those not currently in the workforce said they were likely to seek part-time employment if they had the
option to work from home, and 42% said they were likely to seek full-time employment.

Benefits of having
someone else in the
household work from
home

• 51% of those not currently in the workforce reported positive impacts on relationships with others in the
household since someone else had been working from home, and 37% reported positive impacts on the
amount of time available to exercise.

Social benefits
of being able to work
from home

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020

• 76% said they were likely to use local businesses and services if they were able to work from home.

• 47% said they were likely to take up study or professional development if others in the household continued to
work from home in future.

• 57% said they were likely to take up or increase exercise if they were able to work from home some or all of
the time.
• 37% said they were likely to take up study or professional development if they were able to work from home
some or all of the time.
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About the research
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Background

The National Growth Areas
Alliance is the peak body
for local governments in
Australia’s outer urban
growth areas, and it
advocates to state and
federal governments on
growth area challenges and
opportunities.

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020

Australia’s fast-growing outer urban areas (“growth areas”) are currently home to 5
million, or one in five Australians. These areas experience population growth rates at
double the national average and long-term under-investment in vital infrastructure and
planning. The NGAA advocates to state and federal governments to improve planning
and investment models to support distributing infrastructure, jobs and housing more
evenly across the metropolitan area, including bringing new jobs closer to areas of high
population growth.
In these unprecedented times during the COVID-19 pandemic, there are now more employees working from
home than ever before. This provides an opportunity to capture data on how efficient this system may be. It is
also an opportune time to capture the benefits and risks involved in having residents working from home in
outer urban growth areas.
The aim of this research is to test whether the way we function as a working society under COVID-19 isolation
is a viable way to work for employees living in outer urban areas. Using this crisis, we want to test whether
working from home or near home in co-working spaces is an effective model for tackling some of the problems
of growth in capital cities’ outer suburbs. We also want to understand the impact of this working model to
assess whether it offers a better psychological and financial option for employees.
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Research objectives
This research was undertaken to better understand the
psychological and economic effects of working from home
during COVID-19 isolation in Australia’s outer urban growth
areas.
The specific objectives of the research included:

1.

Determine who can work from home, who benefits and who loses from
the working from home model.

2.

Ascertain how people work from home and whether it’s a sustainable
option for workers in outer urban areas beyond coronavirus isolation.

3.

Identify how people located in outer urban areas may be disadvantaged
from a working from home model.

4.

Reveal whether working from home achieves the same level of
productivity as in an office or workplace.

5.

Capture the psychological and financial impacts of working from home on
the outer urban area population.

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Total sample size n=6,083

Quantitative Methodology
Online survey, conducted in conjunction
with AustraliaNOW, using respondents from
an online research access panel.

•

n=1,889 in growth areas

•

n=4,194 in non-growth areas

It should be noted that this study was conducted as part of Quantum Market
Research’s COVID-19 cultural trends monitor, AustraliaNOW.
Using cultural tracking expertise and leveraging 25 years of insights generated
from AustraliaSCAN, AustraliaNOW provides an ongoing understanding of
Australians’ attitudes and perceptions to the COVID-19 crisis.

Fieldwork took place between Thursday 21
May & Thursday 18 June, 2020.

In AustraliaNOW, 300 interviews are conducted per day, 5 days per week
closely tracking the rapidly changing sentiment of Australians.

Average survey length 12 minutes.
Data weighted to be nationally representative
by age, gender and location.

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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•

Where significance testing has been shown, results are significant at the 95%
significance level.

•

The project was carried out in line with the Market Research International
Standard, AS ISO 20252.

Definitions
of growth
areas
Growth areas were defined
by postcode, and included
all postcodes within the
following LGAs.

NSW

VIC

WA

SA

QLD

Blacktown

Cardinia

Armadale

Mount Barker

Ipswich

Camden

Casey

Cockburn

Playford

Logan

Campbelltown

Hume

Gosnells

Moreton Bay

Liverpool

Melton

Kwinana

Redland

Penrith

Mitchell

Mandurah

The Hills Shire

Wyndham

Rockingham

Wollondilly

Whittlesea

Swan
Wanneroo
SerpentineJarrahdale
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Key audiences of interest

Within growth areas, we looked at different
audiences of interest. Throughout the report,
comparisons have been made to the
comparable audience of interest within nongrowth areas.
Definitions of each audience:

Those living in growth areas

Those living in non-growth areas

Number of
respondents
n=

Maximum
margin of
error*
+/-

Proportion
of
sample
(weighted)
%

Number of
respondents
n=

Maximum
margin of
error*
+/-

Proportion
of
sample
(weighted)
%

All respondents

1,889

2.25%

100%

4,194

1.51%

100%

All working respondents

1,035

3.05%

55%

2,414

1.99%

58%

581

4.06%

31%

1,566

2.48%

38%

•

All working respondents: those who work full-time, part-time,
contractor/freelancer, or a business owner;

Those currently working from
home at least some of the
time

•

Those currently working from home at least some of the time: all
working respondents who, since COVID-19 restrictions came into
place, have worked from home on average >0 days per week.

Those not in the workforce

345

5.27%

18%

601

4.0%

14%

Those not in the workforce
where someone else in the
household is currently working
from home

69

11.8%

4%

126

8.73%

3%

•

Those not in the workforce: those on home duties or unemployed.

•

Those not in the workforce where someone else in the
household is currently working from home: those not in the
workforce, excluding those that live alone, who since COVID-19
restrictions came into place have had someone else in the household
working from home.

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Who we spoke to – those living in growth areas
Gender

Location

Age
18-29

QLD
21%

47%

52%

WA
22%

SA
5%

Female

Annual household income (before tax)
< $30,000

17%

$50 - $70k

19%

$100 - $130k

12%

$130k +
Prefer not to say

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020

6%

Single / couples - no kids

15%

Young family

16%

$70 - $100k

43% Middle family
10%

Older family

11%

9%

VIC
25%

NSW
27%

19%

Adult family

14%

Other / prefer not to say

11%

13

21%

50-59

18%

60+

Type of Household

16%

$30 - $50k

30-39
40-49

1% gender non-binary

Male

17%

25%

Employment
Full-time
Part-time
Contractor/freelance
Business owner
Home duties
Unemployed
Student
Retired
Other / None of these

33%

17%
1%
4%

18%
Not in
workforce

9%
9%
4%
20%
3%

55%
employed

Detailed findings

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Demographically, those who live in growth areas (compared to
those in non-growth areas) are…
Key

Less likely to be aged 60+

18-29

30-39

More likely to be on home duties
and less likely to own a business

19%
19%

Contractor/freelance

18%
21%

Home duties

18%

60+

Q.3. How old are you?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020

18%
Student

17%
25%
28%

1%
1%
4%
5%
9%
6%
9%
7%
4%
3%

3%
4%

Q.4. Which describes your current
employment type?
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43%
52%

Single / couples - no kids

Young family

11%
10%

Middle family

14%
10%

Older family

Adult family
20%
21%

Retired
Other / None of these

More likely to be a young or
middle family

17%
17%

Part-time

Unemployed
50-59

33%
34%

Full-time

17%

Business owner
40-49

Those in non-growth
areas (n=4,194)

Those in growth areas
(n=1,889)

Other / prefer not to say

10%
8%
15%
15%
6%
6%

Q24. Which of the following best describes
your household?

Significantly
higher/
lower than nongrowth areas at the 95% confidence interval

Economically, those who live in growth areas (compared to those
in non-growth areas) are…
Key

More likely to work in
manufacturing
Retail Trade

11%
9%

Other Services

11%
11%

Health Care and Social
Assistance

11%
10%
9%
9%

Education and Training
Manufacturing
Construction
Professional, Scientific
and Technical Services
Financial and Insurance
Services

Those in non-growth
areas (n=4,194)

Those in growth areas
(n=1,889)

16%
15%

< $30k

17%
18%

$30 - $50k

16%
15%

$50 - $70k

19%
16%

$70 - $100k
6%
7%

12%
13%

$100 - $130k

5%
8%
5%
6%

Q22. What industry do you work in?
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42%
46%

Savings greater than
$5,000
17%
22%

Shares or stocks

16%
17%

Investment property

11%
13%

Self-Managed Super Fund

7%
4%

Less likely to have financial
investments

More likely to be middle
income

Mutual or index funds
Other investments

4%
5%
9%
11%

11%

$130k+

15%

Q.25. And finally, what is your total household
income before tax?

16

None of the above

39%
33%

Q21t. Which of the following do you currently
have?

Significantly
higher/
lower than nongrowth areas at the 95% confidence interval

There were few attitudinal differences towards the COVID-19
situation, compared to those living in non-growth areas
Attitudes towards COVID-19 situation
Key

Those in non-growth
areas (n=4,194)

Those in growth areas
(n=1,889)

Extremely/very concerned about…

Overall concern

The Australian economy

16%

Extremely concerned

Local businesses

17%

My personal financial situation

21%

Very concerned

The risk of contracting the disease myself

21%
30%

Moderately
concerned

31%
25%

Slightly concerned

Not at all concerned

23%

My personal safety
The relationship with those close to me
Children's education
The impact of social distancing on my
mental health

8%

The impact of social distancing on my
physical health

8%

House prices

Q8. Firstly, how concerned are you about the Coronavirus/Covid19 situation in general?
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62%
62%
47%
50%
36%
36%
33%
32%
30%
28%
29%
27%
26%
24%
26%
26%
25%
24%
25%
26%

Q9. How concerned are you about the impact Coronavirus/Covid19 will have on the following?
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Total agree (4-6 on 6-point scale)
78%
77%

I believe the current level of shut down is
necessary
Businesses are doing what is necessary to
support the country

75%
74%

I have confidence in the Australian
government's response to Coronavirus

74%
74%

I am in a confident position to get through
this event

71%
72%

I am confident that I can keep my current
job/hours for the rest of this year

71%
69%

We have not yet seen the worst of the
effects of Coronavirus on Australia's
economy
I cannot plan for the future at the moment
My personal life is the same now as it was
before Coronavirus/COVID-19

63%
63%
59%
59%
47%
46%

Q10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Significantly
higher/
lower than nongrowth areas at the 95% confidence interval

Prior to COVID-19, workers in growth areas were commuting
further on average than those in non-growth areas
Distance travelled to work pre-COVID (one way)
Base: All working respondents

Prior to COVID-19, half (49%) of those in
growth areas were travelling more than
20km to work each way. This is significantly
higher than 30% of those in non-growth
areas who were travelling more than 20km
to work each way.

44%

29%

23.2km

16.3km

Average one-way
trip to work in
growth areas

Average one-way
trip to work in nongrowth areas

26%

This highlights that those in growth areas
were more likely to see significant positive
benefits of working from home, in terms of
time- and cost-saving, compared to those
living in non-growth areas.

23%
18% 16%
10%

9%

<10km

10-19km
Key

20-29km

30-39km

Those in growth areas
(n=1,035)

6%

6%

5%
2%

3%

40-49km

50-59km

4%

60+ km

Those in non-growth
areas (n=2,414)

Q.61. Approximately how far was your journey from home to your place of work (one way)?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Significantly
higher/
lower than nongrowth areas at the 95% confidence interval

Prior to COVID-19, workers in growth areas were significantly
more likely to drive to work than those in non-growth areas
Modes of transport used to travel to work, pre-COVID-19
Base: All working respondents

58%

Car/van/truck - drive yourself

51%

26%
27%

Public transport
17%
15%

Car/van/truck - as a passenger

15%
18%

Walk
Taxi/Uber/rideshare

6%
7%

Bicycle

5%
7%

No travel needed / work from home

Key

68%

road users in
growth areas

road users in nongrowth areas

4%
4%

Motorbike/scooter
Other

76%

0%
0%
6%
7%

Those in growth areas
(n=1,035)

Those in non-growth
areas (n=2,414)

Q.60. Prior to COVID-19, how did you typically travel to your place of work?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Significantly
higher/
lower than nongrowth areas at the 95% confidence interval

Who can work
from home?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Three in five (57%) of workers in growth areas have been working
from home at least one day per week since lockdown
Working from home status
Base: All working respondents in growth areas (n=1,035)

2019

Since lockdown (mid-March)

43% Never

58% Never
26% Sometimes (1-4 days)

26% Sometimes (1-4 days)
31% Full-time (5-7 days)

16% Full-time (5-7 days)

42%

57%

worked from home
at least one day a
week

currently work from
home at least one
day a week

Q21j. In 2019, what was the average number of days per week you worked from home? Q21k. And in the last
two months, since lockdown, what was the average number of days per week you worked from home?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Last year, two in five (42%) of workers in
growth areas worked from home at least
one day per week. Since lockdown, this has
increased to 57% working from home at
least one day per week.
The proportion of those in growth areas who
currently work from home at least one day a
week was significantly lower than for those
in non-growth areas, where 66% currently
work from home at least one day a week.

In growth areas, some industries and demographics were less
able to accommodate working from home
Profile of those who are working from home vs those who are not
Base: All working respondents in growth areas

Those not working from
home (n=454)

Those working from
home (n=581)

Key
Industries more likely to work in
Information Media and Telecommunications
Financial and Insurance Services
Professional, Scientific and Technical
Services
Administrative and Support Services

0%
1%

Male

8%

Female

18-29

Retail Trade

9%

Other Services

9%

Accommodation and Food Services

6%
3%

40%

5%

Industries less likely to work in

Health Care and Social Assistance

48%
52%

7%

3%
2%

9%

12%

28%
24%
23%
30%

30-39

15%

40-49

15%
50-59

17%
60+

6%

28%

14%

23%

8%
11%

Q22 - What industry do you work in?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Significantly
higher/
lower than those
not working from home at the 95% confidence
interval

59%

Benefits and
drawbacks of
working from
home

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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In growth areas, road use has decreased, resulting in shorter travel times for
those still driving, and reducing environmental impacts
Modes of transport used to travel to work
Base: All working respondents in growth areas (n=1,035)

Since COVID-19

Pre-COVID-19
Car/van/truck - drive yourself

58%

Public transport

6%

Bicycle

5%

Motorbike/scooter

4%

No travel needed / work from home

0%
6%

of workers in growth
areas used the
roads to commute
(significantly higher
than 68% in nongrowth areas)

4%

Bicycle

5%

66%
Motorbike/scooter
Other
No travel needed / work from home

Q.60. Prior to COVID-19, how did you typically travel to your place of work? Q.64. Since COVID-19, how do
you typically travel to your place of work? Q.61. Approximately how far was your journey from home to your
place of work (one way)?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020

12%

Taxi/Uber/rideshare

76%

Other

15%

Walk

15%

Taxi/Uber/rideshare

12%

Car/van/truck - as a passenger

17%

Walk

50%

Public transport

26%

Car/van/truck - as a passenger

Car/van/truck - drive yourself

24

3%
2%

of workers in growth
areas used the
roads to commute
(significantly higher
than 56% in non22% growth areas)

Prior
to
COVID-19,
working
respondents in growth areas who used
the roads to commute travelled an
average distance of 23.2km one way.
The reduction of road use since COVID19 means less congestion, shorter
journey times for those still using the
roads,
and
less
pollution
and
environmental impacts of vehicles.

Nearly half (46%) of workers in growth areas spent less time on
commuting since lockdown measures came into place
Average time spent commuting each day
Base: All working respondents in growth areas (n=1,035)

No significant difference for those in
non-growth areas:
• 44% now spend less time
• 41% spend the same time
• 15% now spend more time

Now spend more
time commuting

16%
Now spend less
time commuting

46%

38%
Spend the same
amount of time
commuting

Q.62. Approximately how long did you spend commuting each day (i.e. travelling to your place of work and
back home)? Q.65. Since COVID-19, approximately how long do you spend commuting each day (i.e.
travelling to your place of work and back home)?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Nearly half (46%) of workers in growth areas have saved money on
commuting by working from home
Average amount spent on commuting per week
Base: All working respondents in growth areas (n=1,035)

Now spend more
money on
commuting

No significant difference for those in
non-growth areas
• 45% spend less money
• 44% spend the same
• 11% spend more time money

12%
Now spend less money
on commuting

46%

42%

Spend the same
amount of money on
commuting

Q.63. Approximately how much did you spend on travelling to and from your place of work per week? Q.66.
And since COVID-19, approximately how much do you spend on travelling to and from your place of work per
week?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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The net positive impacts of working from home were seen across
all aspects of work, including job satisfaction and productivity
Impacts of working from home on aspects of work
NET

Base: Those in growth areas currently working from home (n=581)

Job satisfaction

16%

Productivity

20%

Team/individual morale

19%

Quality of work
Collaboration
Company culture

15%
22%

16%
Negative impact

Positive – Negative

38%
34%

46%
45%

37%
45%
39%

47%
No impact

44%
40%
38%

37%
Positive impact

Q21m How has working from home (aside from the Coronavirus/COVID-19 restrictions) impacted on the
following aspects of your work? Excludes ‘not applicable’ responses

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Growth
areas

Non-growth
areas

30

25

25

22

25

15

25

27

16

15

21

17

The positive impacts of working from
home on team/individual morale were
significantly higher among those living in
growth areas (44% reported a positive
impact), compared to those living in nongrowth areas (36% reported a positive
impact).
Among those in growth areas, there were
no significant differences in the positive
impacts seen on aspects of work between
those who also have someone else in the
household working from home versus
those that do not, and no differences by
gender. Those with children in the
household were more likely to report a
positive impact on productivity (53%, vs
40% of those without children) and morale
(51%, vs 41% of those without children.

Aspects of work-life balance also saw a net positive impact due to
working from home, especially so in growth areas
Impacts of working from home on life outside work
NET

Base: Those in growth areas currently working from home (n=581)

Positive – Negative
Growth
areas

Non-growth
areas

39

37

The amount of time you have to yourself to relax

15%

The amount of time you have to spend on
household chores

12%

36%

51%

39

33

The amount of sleep you get

16%

36%

49%

33

26

The time you have to exercise

17%

35%

48%

31

28

Your relationships with others in your household

14%

30

30

13

13

12

9

Your overall stress levels

23%

Your mental health

22%

Negative impact

31%

54%

42%

44%

40%

36%

45%

No impact

34%
Positive impact

Q67. How has working from home (aside from the Coronavirus/COVID-19 restrictions) impacted on the
following aspects of your life outside work? Excludes ‘not applicable’ responses

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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The positive effects of working from home
were more strongly felt among those living
in growth areas compared to those living in
non-growth areas for some aspects of life
outside work:
• 51% of those in growth areas reported a
positive impact on the amount of time
they had to spend on household chores,
compared to 46% of those in nongrowth areas.

• 49% of those in growth areas reported a
positive impact on the amount of sleep
they get, compared to 43% of those in
non-growth areas.
Those in growth areas who also had
someone else in the household working
from home were slightly more likely to see
a positive impact on mental health (38% vs
32% of those in growth areas without
anyone else working at home) and amount
of time to relax (58%, vs 51%).

Desire to work
from home in
future

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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Among those in growth areas, the future preference was for a
balance between working from home and a workplace
Future preference on working from home
Base: All working respondents in growth areas (n=1,035)

2019

Post-restrictions

58% Never

44% Never

26% Sometimes (1-4 days)
16% Full-time (5-7 days)

37% Sometimes (1-4 days)
20% Full-time (5-7 days)

42%

56%

worked from home
at least one day a
week

would like to work
from home at least
one day a week

Q21j. In 2019, what was the average number of days per week you worked from home? Q21l. When
restrictions ease, how many days per week would you like to work from home?

NGAA COVID-19 Research, July 2020
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In total, just over half (56%) of those living
in growth areas would like to work from
home at least one day per week once
restrictions ease.
The proportion of those in growth areas who
would like to work from home at least one
day a week is significantly lower than for
those in non-growth areas, where 63%
would prefer to work from home at least one
day a week post-lockdown.
In growth areas, business owners were
more likely to desire a work-from-home
model post-lockdown: 43% would like to
work from home 5+ days per week, and a
further 30% 1-4 days per week.

Among those in growth areas, a blended approach to returning to
the workplace is preferred
Attitudes to returning to the workplace
Base: Those in growth areas currently working from home (n=581)

Prefer working at workplace

27%

Preference to return to a workplace
was largely driven by:
• Missing the social nature of work
• Wanting to get out of the house
• Wanting time away from children

Prefer a blended approach

Prefer working at home

43%

21%

Preference for a blended approach was
largely driven by:
• The benefits of spending less time
commuting
• A desire to interact with others in the
workplace some of the time
• The benefits of some tasks being
performed more efficiently in the workplace

Q.74. Which of these statements best describes how you feel about returning to your workplace when
restrictions ease? Q.75. What is the main reason for giving your answer?
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None

9%

Preference to remain working at
home was largely driven by:
• The benefits of not commuting
• Having a more peaceful work
environment at home/lack of
workplace distractions

Two in five (43%) of those in
growth areas who are currently
working from home would prefer
a blended approach to returning
to the workplace, while one in
five (21%) would prefer to stay
working at home.
Verbatim comments on the next
slide
illustrate
peoples’
preference for each of these
options.

Verbatim comments illustrated the reasons for each preference
Preference to return to a
workplace

Preference for a blended
approach

Preference to remain
working at home

I enjoy the workplace culture as well as socialising
and talking to my coworkers.

Less time spent travelling, so more time with
family, less stress of travel & petrol costs.

Save so much on travel, traffic jams, fuel, time etc.
It's quieter at home and I can concentrate more.

It is easier to communicate and benefits my
mental health by being with others.

Work is great to conduct team exercises, but while
at home I feel more comfortable.

I appreciate not wasting time commuting to the
office every day in peak hour and wasting money
paying for parking.

The social aspect – and time away from my
children!

Save money on commuting. More exercise time.
Ability to do household chores during week,
freeing up weekend.

The resources at my work are more efficient than
the ones I have at home.

I love working from home but miss the interaction
at work.

More productivity, I also enjoy the people I work
with, and I am more active at work.
Q.75. What is the main reason for giving your answer?
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Flexibility around school pickups and time with my
children.
It is completely pointless for me to drive into an
office for my work. Waste of time, energy,
resources and has a negative environmental
impact for LESS productivity.

Consideration of a co-working space or community hub was high,
with two thirds of those in growth areas likely to consider this
Likelihood to consider a co-working space or community hub
Base: Those in growth areas currently working from home (n=581)

NET Likely

Those in growth areas who would prefer a
blended approach to returning to the
workplace were more likely to consider a
co-working space or community hub (71%
would consider this), and those who would
prefer to remain working from home were
less likely to consider this (59%).

NET Not likely

65%

35%

Under 30s in growth areas were more likely
to consider this option – 76% would
consider it, compared to only 48% of over
50s would consider it.
20%

Very likely

44%

Somewhat likely

20%

Not very likely

Not at all likely

Q.76. How likely would you be to consider working at a co-working space, community hub or office nearer to
your home, if it were an option?
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Working from a co-working space or
community hub nearer to home would retain
the benefits of a shorter commute, while
providing time to socialise with others and
delineate work time from personal time.
However, among those in growth areas,
distance of the commute pre-lockdown did
not have an impact on the likelihood to
consider working at a local co-working
space.

Increasing
workforce
participation by
promoting working
from home
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More likely to be women

Compared to the
overall
demographics of
growth areas, those
on home duties/
unemployed living in
growth areas are…

Key

Male
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12%

19%
22%

30-39

27%

21%
24%

40-49
52%

72%

More likely to have children in the household
43%
38%

< $30,000

16%
17%
17%
16%
18%
19%

$30 - $50k

Middle family

14%
15%

$50 - $70k

15%
13%

Other / prefer not to
say

6%
8%

35

25%
14%

More likely to have lower household incomes

11%
14%

Adult family

28%

60+

Young family

10%
12%

18%

50-59

Female

Older family
Those in growth areas
on home duties /
unemployed (n=345)

17%

18-29

47%

Single / couples - no
kids
All those in growth
areas
(n=1,889)

More likely to be middle-aged

$70 - $100k

$100 - $130k
$130k +

7%
5%

12%
11%

29%

24%

Among those in growth areas not currently in the workforce, half (53%)
said they would seek part-time work if able to work from home
Likelihood to do activities if had the option to work from home
Base: Those in growth areas on home duties/unemployed (n=345)

In growth areas, under 40s not currently in the
workforce were significantly more likely to seek
part-time employment if they were able to work
from home some of the time (64%), and those
with children aged under 5 in the household were
also more likely to seek part-time work (65%).

53%

Somewhat/very likely to seek
employment or return to work parttime, if they were able to work from
home all or part of the time

42%

Men in growth areas not currently in the
workforce were significantly more likely to seek
full-time employment if they were able to work
from home some of the time (60%, compared to
35% of women).

Somewhat/very likely to seek
employment or return to work fulltime, if they were able to work from
home all or part of the time

Q72. If you had the option to work from home all or part of the time (after Coronavirus/COVID-19 restrictions
have been lifted), how likely would you be to…?
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No significant differences between growth areas
and non-growth areas.

The option to work from home would also provide opportunities for
exercising, supporting local businesses and study
Likelihood to do activities if had the option to work from home
NET

Base: Those in growth areas on home duties/unemployed (n=345)

Use local businesses and
services

Take up or increase exercise

10% 8% 6%

13%

Take up studying or
professional development

16%

Set up as a
contractor/freelancer or start
a home business

17%

Unsure

17%

Not at all likely

Likely

38%

12%

34%

38%

40%

14%

18%

26%

42%

16%

Not very likely

Somewhat likely

11%

19%

6%

Very likely

Growth
areas

Non-growth
areas

76%

72%

57%

58%

37%

35%

26%

28%

Among those in growth areas who are not
currently in the workforce, three quarters
(76%) said they would be likely to use local
businesses and services if they had the
option to work from home, highlighting the
importance of working from home on the
economy within local communities.
Among those in growth areas, those with
children aged under 12 in the household
were significantly more likely to take up
studying or professional development (57%)
or to set up as a contractor/freelancer or
start a home business (44%).
Among those in growth areas, women were
more likely to take up or increase exercise
(63%, vs 42% of men).
No significant differences between those in
growth areas and non-growth areas.

Q72. If you had the option to work from home all or part of the time (after Coronavirus/COVID-19 restrictions
have been lifted), how likely would you be to…?
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Among those in growth areas not currently in the workforce, six in ten
(59%) would consider taking up employment if a hub were available
Likelihood to consider a co-working space or community hub
Base: Those in growth areas on home duties/unemployed (n=345)

NET Likely

41%

Among those in growth areas and not
currently in the workforce, 34% of men said
they were very likely to consider taking up
employment if a co-working space were
available, compared to just 14% of women.

19%

No significant differences between growth
areas and non-growth areas, but those in
growth areas were slightly more likely to
consider taking up employment if coworking spaces were available (59%, vs
55% of those in non-growth areas).

NET Not likely

59%

20%

Very likely

40%

Somewhat likely

Not very likely

Not at all likely

Q73. How likely would you be to consider taking up employment if you could work from a co-working space,
community hub or office nearer to your home?
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Impact on those not
in the workforce of
others working
from home
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Those not in the workforce saw positive impacts on relationships
when someone else in the household worked from home
Impacts of having someone else in the household working from home
NET

Base: Those in growth areas on home duties/unemployed now living with someone working from home (n=69)

Your relationships with others in your household
The time you have to exercise

The amount of sleep you get

6%

44%

21%

42%

8%

Positive – Negative

51%
37%

59%

34%

Growth
areas

Non-growth
areas

45

20

15

14

26

-2

The amount of time you have to spend on
household chores

27%

41%

32%

6

8

The amount of time you have to yourself to relax

30%

39%

32%

2

2

4

-7

-13

-19

Your mental health
Your overall stress levels
Negative impact

20%
36%

56%
41%

No impact

24%
23%

Positive impact

Q70. How has having someone in your household work from home impacted on the following aspects of your
life? Excludes ‘not applicable’ responses
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Those living in growth areas were more
likely to see positive impacts on their lives
as a results of having someone working
from home, compared to those living in
non-growth areas. Although the differences
were not statistically significant, those in
growth areas were more likely to see a
positive effect on:
• Relationships with others in the
household (51% of those in growth
areas saw a positive effect, compared to
35% of those in non-growth areas).
• The amount of sleep they get (34% of
those in growth areas saw a positive
effect, compared to 21% of those in
non-growth areas).

• The amount of time they have to relax
(32% of those in growth areas saw a
positive effect, compared to 26% of
those in non-growth areas).

Others in the household remaining working from home could open
up opportunities for those not currently in the workforce
Likelihood to do activities if others in household remained working from home
NET

Base: Those in growth areas on home duties/unemployed now living with someone working from home (n=69)

Use local businesses and
services 4% 12%
Take up or increase exercise

8% 11%

Seek employment / return to
work part-time 3%
Seek employment / return to
work full-time

Unsure

41%
22%

25%

6%

Take up studying or
professional development 6%
Set up as a
contractor/freelancer or start
a home business

8%

35%

Not at all likely

16%

30%
11%

32%

11%

35%
44%

17%

Not very likely

24%

28%

15%
42%

Likely

19%

32%
14%

15%
27%

Somewhat likely

6%

Very likely

Q71. If those in your household continued to work from home after Coronavirus/COVID-19 restrictions have
been lifted, how likely would you be to…?
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Growth
areas

Non-growth
areas

76%

75%

60%

64%

55%

43%

47%

39%

47%

39%

33%

30%

Although the differences are not statistically
significant, those living in growth areas were
slightly more likely to seek employment (fullor part- time) or take up study if others in
their household continue to work from home,
compared to those living in non-growth
areas.

Appendix:
Questionnaire
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